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1. INTRODUCTION 
In [6] Higman and N eumann showed that the Frattini subgroup @(A * B) 
of the ordinary free product of nontrivial groups A and B is trivial and they 
asked (implicitly) whether or not the Frattini subgroup of a generalized free 
product G = A *H B of groups A, B with amalgamated subgroup H is always 
to be found inside H. 
Whittemore [16] took the first steps toward answering this problem. Sub- 
sequently her results have been fairly substantially generalized in a series of 
papers (e.g., [I, 2, 4, 151). This paper first offers further evidence to support 
the conjecture that Q(G) < H in all cases and then turns to the problem of the 
location of the Frattini subgroup of HNN groups. One notable corollary of this 
latter result is Corollary 6.2. As yet, however, the authors have been unable to 
see if the results they have obtained are of any value in trying to settle the 
problem of Neuwirth as to whether the Frattini subgroup of a knot group is 
trivial1 
In Section 2 we first show that the two results which have to date been central 
in the theory are both corollaries of another rather artifical-looking theorem 
(Theorem 2.1) but the full hypothesis of the statement of Theorem 2.1 is used 
in proving, in Section 3, that if G = A *H B and if H has the maximum condition 
on subgroups then D(G) < H. This result itself depends on the result, found 
in Section 4 that if A, B are countable and His an arbitrary (countable) group, 
* The work of the second author was partly supported by a grant from the Canadian 
Research Council No. A-4064. 
1 This has now been settled positively. See forthcoming paper of Allenby, Boler, 
Evans, Moser, and Tang. 
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then @i(G) < H. In Section 5 we generalize previous work by showing that 
if A, B are nilpotent and H is an arbitrary (nilpotent) group then D(G) < H. 
In Section 6 we turn attention to HNN groups and show that the Frattini 
subgroup of a countable such group is where one would perhaps expect it to 
be (though the proof of this is rather involved). A corollary is that most l-relator 
groups have trivial Frattini subgroups, a result established (except for the 
two-generator aperiodic case) by Newman in [12]. 
The two theorems obtained to date which are most helpful in the investigation 
of the Frattini subgroup of a generalized free product are 
THEOREM A (Whittemore [16J). Let G = A **B. If there exists in G an 
element c (necessarily in G\H) such that H n HC = (1) then Q(G) = (1). 
THEOREM B (Allcnby and Tang [l]). Let G = A *H B. If there exists (1) # 
N Q G such that N n H = (1) then @(G) C H. 
Theorem A, a much shorter and simpler proof of which can be found in [3], 
gives a useful test for the case @(G) = (l), while Theorem B provides strong 
evidence that most generalized free products have their Frattini subgroups 
contained in their amalgamated subgroups. The application of Theorem B 
usually involves difficult embedding theory as the proof of Theorem 4.3 [l] 
indicates. Note, however, the slight improvement on the results in [I] given 
here by Theorem 7.1. At first glance Theorems A and B seem to have little in 
common so the fact that they are both corollaries of Theorem 2.1 comes as a 
pleasant surprise. The full hypotheses of its slightly awkward statement will 
be used in Theorem 3.2. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let G = A kH B. If there exists in O\H an element c such 
that c centralizes H n Hc then Q(G) C H. 
Proof. We shall assume that H contains no subgroup other than (1) which 
is normal in G and show that Q(G) = (1) follows. This will suffice to prove 
the theorem, since G/T g A/T *HIT BIT for each T u G such that T C H. 
In particular, H is not normal in G and we have either / A : H / > 2 or 
( B : H 1 > 2. Suppose the former and let c (f-1) be the element given by the 
hypothesis. Now c can be expressed as a reduced word in one of the following 
forms: (i) c = a,b, ..* a,b, ; (ii) c = b,a, ... bnan ; (iii) c = b,ai ... anmlb, ; 
(iv) c = a,b, *. . bndIan . 
We first show that w.1.o.g. we may assume c to have form (i). For if c has 
form (ii) then d = c-l has form (i). Clearly d E G\H and equally clearly d 
centralizes H n Ha. If c has form (iii) set d = [a, c], where a E A\H. Let 
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y=d-lhd=h*~HnHa. It follows that c-la-~cuhu-lc-%zc = h* E H. 
Hence by the usual length arguments we must have I; = aha- E H and 
E = &EC-~ E H. But this means that h = c-1 & E H n Hc, whence c centralizes 
h and h = 5 follows. From this we obtain h = u-l hu = u-1 chc-la = u-1 
caha-4-b and hence h* = c-i hc E H n He. Again by hypothesis we have 
h* = c-l hc = h and we have proved that d centralizes H n Ha. Finally, if c 
has form (iv) we set d = [c, b], where b E B\H. An argument similar to that 
just given shows that d centralizes H n Ha, whence we can replace c by d. 
Thus w.1.o.g. we can assume c to have form (i). 
Now let 1 # x’ E D(G). We may assume x’ $ H, for otherwise D(G) C H, 
whence @j(G) = (1) by assumption. Since j A : H / > 2 and @(G) q G we can 
w.1.o.g. replace x’ by a conjugate x of x’ with the reduced form bi’ui’ ... u’&J’,. 
(where a,’ E 4\H, bi’ E B\H). Let y = [a~~, x]. Then y E @(G) and y has 
reduced form 
y = a,q-l -. . b’ T . 
Choose t E A\(H u u,Hu;’ U u,H). Clearly there exists at least one such t 
since ,4 contains at least 3 1 H / distinct elements while H U a, Ha;’ U u,H 
contains at most 3 / H 1 - 1 distinct elements since 1 E H n alHa;‘. Consider 
the element yt = t-%z,b~-’ ... b,‘t. Note that t-la, $ H (since t $ u,H and 
consequently u;‘t $ H). Now consider the element (yt)-ic. 
(yyc = t-%-l *.. b’,u;‘tu,b, ... unbn . (*) 
Since t $ a, Ha;’ it follows that a;’ tu, E A\H and writing a* for a;’ tu, we 
obtain(yt)-4 in reduced form. Next set x = [yt, c-“1. Clearly a E Q(G) and 
has reduced form of length Z(z) = 41(c) + 41(x) + 5. Further, this reduced 
form begins and ends with an element of A\H. We shall show that a-l centralizes 
H n Hz-‘. 
Let h, h* E H be such that zhz-l = h* E H n Hz-‘. Then 
h” = (y-l)” ccytc-lc-l hcc(y-l)t C-4-lyt. (**I 
Since h* E H we have, by length arguments, c-l hc, ytc-4-l hc ~(y-l)~, c~~c-L-~ 
hcc(y-1)%-l are all elements of H. Now, by hypothesis, c-l k E H implies 
c-l hc = h. Also, c commutes with ytc-%-l /r~c(y-l)~. Thus 
cyth(yt)-4-l = ~(y%-4-~ hcc(yt)-l)c-l 
= ytc-4-l hcc(yt)-l = yth(yt)-l. 
Hence from (**), h* = h. It follows that z centralizes H n Hz-‘. 
Finally, set u = [a, b], where b E B\H. In reduced form u begins with an 
element of A\H and ends with an element of B\H. Moreover, by an argument 
similar to that just given we can show that u centralizes H n H”. Since u E D(G) 
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we have G = gp(A, BU2, u> = gp(A, BU2). On the other hand, if we apply 
the same argument as that used in the proof of Theorem B (see [l]) it can be 
shown (by a length argument) that u $ (A, B”“). It follows that @i(G) C H and 
hence, under our assumptions, that @(G) = (l), as required. 
Theorem A follows easily since if H n He = (1) then certainly c centralizes 
H n Hc. Thus (P(G) C H. Thus Q(G) c H n HC = (l), as required. 
To prove Theorem B let 1 # x E N. If h* = x-lh x E H n H3” it follows that 
h-lx-l hx E H n N (since N 4 G). Hence h* = x-l hx = h; i.e., x (an element 
of G\H) centralizes H n Hz. 
A further corollary is 
COROLLARY 2.2. Let G = A iH B possess an element c such that c q! H and 
c centralizes H. Then @i(G) 2 H. 
3. AN APPLICATION 
In [4] Djokovic and Tang proved that if H satisfies the minimum condition 
on subgroups then @(A *H B) C H. As a contrast we shall show that if H 
satisfies the maximum condition on subgroups then @(G) C H. We shall first 
deal with the case where one of A, B is uncountable. The key lemma is 
LEMMA 3.1. Let A be an uncountable group and let H be a subgroup of A which 
satisfies the maximum condition. Then there exists a E A\H such that a centralizes 
Hn Ha. 
Proof. If there exists a E A\H such that H n Ha = (1) the result holds. 
The same is true if C,(H) g H, C,(H) denoting the centralizer of H in A. 
Thus we may assume 
(i) VaEA, Hn Ha #(l), 
(ii) C,(H) c H. 
Since H satisfies the maximum condition we know that H is finitely generated 
and, in particular, countable. Also, the automorphism group of H is countable. 
Thus letting N,(H) denote the normalizer of H in A we see that [ N,(H) : 
C,(H)1 is countable. This implies that N,(H) is countable (since C,(H) C H) 
and hence that 1 A: N,(H)/ is uncountable. Hence there are uncountably many 
distinct conjugates of H in A. Let them be given by H = HQ, HQ ,..., H”a ,..., 
where cs E A, 0 < 01 < y, and y > x0 . Let ‘37 = {cr , c2 ,..., c, ,...; 1 < LY < 71. 
Consider the uncountably many intersections H n Hea (ca E 97). Since H has 
only a countable number of distinct subgroups it follows that there is an un- 
countable subset 9 = (dI , d, ,...} c %? such that 
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Using the maximal condition, there exists in H a subgroup maximal with 
respect to being representable as an intersection of H with a conjugate of H 
in uncountably many ways. Without loss of generality let K be such a maximal 
subgroup. Clearly KG’ C H for all de E 9. Now K is finitely generated-say 
K = gP(k, ,..., k,), where r is finite and the k’s are distinct. Now His countable. 
Therefore H contains at most countably many distinct subsets each containing r 
distinct elements. Hence there exists an uncountable subset d = {e, , ea ...} C 9 
such that 
Ve, 6 8, 
Ve, E 8, 
@ = ,Z@ = . . . = k;? = . . ., Ve, E 8. 
Thus kF”l = k, for all i = 1,2,..., r and e, E 8. It follows that K = KC’“, 
for all e, E d. Now K _C H and so K C He?el . Hence KC H n H@l. Since H 
has only countably many subgroups there is an uncountable subset g = 
(fa ,... } of 8” = {ea , ea ,... } such that 
H n Hf&‘“l = H f, Hf?“l for all fa , fa E s’. 
By the maximality of K we have K = H n HfZ’+ (Vf= E s). Finally, each 
f;le, centralizes K, that is, centralizes H n H@1 and we only need check that 
at least one of the f;‘e, is not in H. This is trivially so since H is countable 
whereas the set (f;‘er : fa E $} is uncountable. 
Thus we have shown the existence of an element a E A\H which centralizes 
Hn Ha. 
Applying Theorem 2.1 and Lemma 3.1 we have 
THEOREM 3.2. Let G = A *H B where H satisjies the maximum condition on 
subgroups and at least one of A, B is uncountable. Then a(G) C H. 
4. COUNTABLE GROUPS 
In this section we shall prove 
THEOREM 4.1. Let G = A tH B, where A, B are countable groups. Then 
Q(G) C H. 
Proof. We first note that by Theorem B we may assume that either 
@(G)nH$@(G)nA or @p(G) n HE <p(G) n B. For if we have 
@P(G) n A = @i(G) n H = O(G) n B (1) 
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then @(G) n H 4 G. Passing to e = G/(@(G) n H) we see (using the obvious 
notation) that O(G) n ii = (i). Thus, by Theorem B, O(G) = (i), which 
implies that Q(G) C @p(G) f~ H, i.e., Q(G) C H. Thus w.1.o.g. we assume there 
exists a, E A\H such that Q, E @i(G). Let b, E B\H. 
Case 1. Suppose there exists b, E B\H such that b,2 $ H. Define 
Sl = b,a,b,lu, ) s2 = a&‘aObo ) t, = a,lb,‘aobo , t, = b a b-la-l. 000 0 
Then 
Next let ho, h, , h, ,... be a countable set of distinct generators for H and let 
a,, al, a2 >-*.> bo, b, , b, 9s.. be taken as distinct coset representatives of A and B 
modulo H, respectively. (If H is finitely generated, say by the distinct ho , h, ,..., h, 
we just interpret hi = h, if i > r in what follows. Similar remarks apply to the 
coset representatives chosen for A and B modulo H.) 
We now construct a set of generators ui , ZJ~ , wi for G as follows. Set 
uo = s,2bos22, 
et0 = s,t,s,260uobos22t2s2 , 
w 0 = s t 2s 26 h s 2t 2s 111 002 2 2 
and 
u. = t s tsis 26 s 2t3is 111 i2 2 2~ 
z)i = s,t:i+1s12~,a~bis22t~+1s2 ( 
wi = slt~s12bihis22t;i+2s2 if i>l. 
Consider the set S of elements (s 1 , tl , $2 , t2 , Ui , Vi , Wi (i = 0, 1, 2 ,... )>. Since 
each bi can be obtained from s1 , t, , s2 , t, and ui , ai can be obtained from 
~~,t~,~2,22,uiandolandhifroms,,t,,s,,t,,ui,andw,.ThusSisasetof 
generators for G. It follows that G = gp(T), where T = S\{s, , t, , s, , t2> 
since s1 , t, , s2 , t, E O(G) and can consequently be eliminated. We shall show 
that this is contradiction by showing that a, $gp(T). Thus we aim to show 
that no finite product of ui , vi , wi and their inverses can, on being rewritten 
in terms of a’s and b’s and then reduced, reduce to an element of length 1. 
The argument can best be illustrated by an example. 
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Consider 
-1 
%Wj 
= s t3$ 2b.s 2t3is 111 a2 2 2 (slt:j+2s,2bjhis22tF+2Q-1 
and one sees that cancellation between ui and w;r is restricted to cancellation 
of s, with $;I and the amalgamation of two bO’s (if 3i - 3j - 2 > 0) and two b;l’s 
if 3i - 3j - 2 < 0. In particular, no cancellation or amalgamation affects the 
“first” copy of s, in ui nor the third copy of s;’ in w;‘. 
Similarly when a ui and a w, are juxtaposed the only amalgamation comes 
between the juxtaposed final s2 of ui and the initial s, of wj . 
Thus in any product of the ui , vi , wi , and their inverses the cancellation and/ 
or amalgamation between adjacent elements does not reach the “center” of 
those elements. Consequently a, $ gp( T) = G, as required. 
Case 2. Suppose that for all b, E B\H we have b,,2 E H. Then H 4 B. 
(If h E H and b E B\H then b-1 hb = be2 * bhbh * h-l E H.) In this case we can 
assume there exists an a E A\H such that a2 4 H. For, otherwise we should 
have H a A, whence H a G and Q(G) _C Has required. Thus, choose a E A\H 
so that a2 $ H and define x,, = b$ ab, , where b,, E B\H. Then xo2 $ H (since 
a2 # H). Now redefine 
s, = xoff,@z, , -1 s2 = aoxo aoxo, t = s-*x-1a x -1 -1 1 0 0 002 tz = 2+2,x, a, . 
That is, replace b, by b;’ ab, in every occurrence of s, , t, , s2 , t, but not otherwise 
in Ui , vi , w( . One now repeats the above procedure to get the theorem as stated. 
An immediate consequence of Theorems 3.2 and 4.1 is 
THEOREM 4.2. Let G = A *H B. If H satisfies the maximum condition as 
subgroups then ‘D(G) C H, 
COROLLARY 4.3. Let G = A *H B. If H is polyqychk then Q(G) 2 H. 
5. THE CASE WHERE A, B ARE NILPOTENT 
Corollary 4.3 is a substantial generalization of Theorem 3.1 of [I] that 
@(G) Z H provided A, B are finitely generated nilpotent groups. Omitting the 
finiteness of generation (but retaining the nilpotency) we obtain a different 
generalization of Theorem 3.1 of [I], viz., 
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THEOREM 5.1. Let A, B be nilpotentgroups and G = A *.H B. Then @(G) C H. 
Proof. As before we may assume that @(G) g H and that there exists 
a E A\H such that a E CD(G). Then H(A n @) 3 H and so NHbnO)(H) 3 H, 
since A is nilpotent. Now every element of H(A n CD) is of the form h~$, where 
h E H, + E A n @. Thus there exists h E H, 4 E A n CD such that h+ normalizes H 
and h$ $ H. But then 4 $ H and 4 normalizes H too. Now let b E N,(H)\H. 
Then z = b-l+-1 &$ normalizes H and belongs to D(G). It follows that G = 
gp(A”, B, z> = &A”, B). 
We may therefore write 
z = @-lb-l+ bulb-l@1 b$ . b, . +-lb-l+ ba,b-l&l b+ . b, . ... 
and choose the length of this representation of z in terms of the elements of A* 
and B to be as small as possible. Now the only way that cancellation or amalgama- 
tion can occur in the right-hand side of x is if an ai or a bi lies in H. But then-say, 
us E H-we have z-%z2.z = h* E H (since z normalizes H). Thus we obtain a 
shorter expression for z (the elements b, , h*, b, amalgamating into a single 
element of B). Similar remarks apply if some bi is in H and we are done. 
6. HNN GROUPS 
We prove 
THEOREM 6.1. Let G = gp(t, K; rel K, t-lLt = M) be a countable HNN 
group and suppose L # L n M # M. Then Q(G) _C L n M. 
As might be expected we shall make use of Britton’s lemma (see [13]). First 
recall that a sequence g, , tfl, g, ,..., tes, g, (where 12 > 0, gi E K, and E( = &l) 
of elements of G is called reduced if and only if it contains no consecutive sub- 
sequence t-lgit with gi EL or tgit-l with gi E M. Then Britton’s lemma states: 
If the sequence g, , t’l,..., g, is reduced and 72 3 1 then g,,t’lgl .*a t”g, # 1 
in G. 
Proof of Theorem 6.1. Suppose there exists eo(#l) such that w E CD(G) and 
w #L n M. Then: 
(1) If w E L\M then for any Q > 0 we have: tOlwt-a is reduced as written and 
belongs to 0. Selecting a EL\M and b E M\L (so that ub $L u M) we see that 
both a-lb-Vwt-a bu and tawt-OL . u-lb-ltorwt-D: bu are reduced as written and 
belong to Cp. 
(2) If w E M\L then for any 01 > 0 we have: t-“wta is reduced as written 
and belongs to @. Then, as above, t-awta * u-lb-Wa wtabu is in @ and is reduced 
as written. 
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(3) If w E K\(L u M) then, similarly, for ol > 0 (or 01 < 0) PWP * 
a-lb-ltawt-u ba is in 0 and is reduced as written. 
(4) For “general” w-namely w = gp .** tg,.-we see that wgo = 
t’l .-. t+g,g,, E 0. Now 
(A) If g,g, 4 L u M we leave wgo alone. 
(B) If g,g, EL n M we form w@ * (wgo)ba = tfl *.. t+g,.g, . a-lb-+1 
... t+g,g, ba. This element is in @ and is reduced as written since g,goa-lb-1 $ 
LuMandg,g,,ba$LuM. 
(C) If grg,, EL\M then w@ . (w@)” = t? ..* t+g,g&+l **. tg,g,b E @ 
and is reduced as written since neither g,.g,,b-l nor g,g,b is in L u M. Similar 
remarks apply if g,g, E M\L. 
Thus, given any element w E @\(L n M) we can find another element G 
which can be expressed in reduced form tagIt+’ *a. tsg, where 01 # 0 and g $ 
L U M. Further, we may w.1.o.g. assume g, 4 L u M. Indeed, we may replace a 
by the element tOLa-lb-lta t-t-a ba t-” . a-lb-ltOL w-m ba, which is easily checked 
to be reduced as written and to be in @. 
We now form, for each integer 71 > 0 the elements 
W n = ,na,,-nU = th+l)‘Ya-lb-l ... bat-““, 
W 2n = t2nuaf--lna = t(2na+l)ola--lb--l . . . bat-27kX, 
W, = wZna-‘w2,a = t hn+lha-l~-l . . . bat-2~~a-‘t(2~+l)ola-1~-1 . . . bat-!&kXa , 
and 
wM = w2nb-lw2nb = t(2n+l)~a-lb-’ . . . bat-2nu . b-1 . t(2n+l)aa-l~-l . . . bat-2ny,. 
Clearly w, , w2,, , “I, , wM E @. Further, w, , wan are reduced as written (since LV 
is). If 01 > 0 then wM is reduced as written while if 01 < 0, wL is reduced as 
written (the only places at which reduction could take place being those under- 
lined). 
Suppose now that K is generated by kll ,..., kb, k, ,..., km,, k,l ,..., knv, 
where the k,< EL, kmi E M and the k,,‘ E K\(L U M). It ii easy to show that we 
may assume the k+ belong to L\M and the km* E M\L by amending the k, , k,,, 
if necessary. 
At this point we assume w.1.o.g. that in the above reduced form for a we 
have 01 > 0. Thus wM is reduced as written; w, may or may not be. 
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Now 
G = (t, krl ,..., k,, , Km1 ,..., kmU, Iz,,~ ,..., A,+ + relations) 
= (t, ktl ,..., k,, , k$znrl ,..., k&,,u, knl ,..., knv + relations) 
aZZ$ 
1 ” / 
all in K\(L U n/r) 
= (t”, (w,dQ*, (w&)2p,..., (w.,k$2h, 
(wZnkl,Km,)v2A+2,..., (w2nkl&JFe(A+“), 
(wZnknl)2il’A+~L+1’,..., (wzlakn,)s2(Afu+v), u, w, wM, ws,, + relations) 
(where u = w, , 24 = a-Wlw, ba are in @) 
= (P, (wII.Ikll)vz,..., (wZnkn,)l;L(hiu+“) + relations) . (*) 
since u, v, wM , w2,, are all in 0. 
(By way of explanation: We conjugate t by u so that, when (t’)” is written out, 
it appears immediately in the reduced form a-lb-lw;’ ba tru-lb-lw, ba. The 
ksi 3 k&n< > and the k,‘ are premultiplied by a suitable w so that each power of 
each “wk” is immediately in reduced form. [The problem in trying to work with 
the k,* rather than with the wllikl, is that some power of kfi may lie in L n M 
whereas no power of wMkzi is even in K!] Finally we conjugate the “wk” by 
distinct powers of v2 so that on writing out a product of powers of the conjugates 
of the “wk” no two powers of distinct “wk” can ever come together-there is 
always at least a “w2” or “w-s” in between.) 
Now any element of G is a product of (i) powers of tU and (ii) words which 
are themselves products of the conjugates of the “wk”, their powers, and their 
inverses. Let us look at such a product as defined in (ii) and let us, for brevity, 
denote the “wk” elements by S, ,..., S, ,..., Sor+B+v , respectively. Thus 
and a typical element of type (ii) is, say, 
(s,-‘“)~~(s,“)v’“(s,)~4(s~1)~10(s~~z 
(**> 
= v-ss-lo -2s 2 10s 4 3 v 7’u 26 
,,39c&3u2* 
One sees that distinct Si are separated by at least a w2 or a we2 on each side. 
We now check that (M) is, when written out in full, reduced as so written. 
First, note that each Si has the form t(zn+l)agl ... t-2nax, where x 6 L U M. 
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Hence every positive power of Si has the same form. Thus (A) V-‘Si’ (6 > 0) 
is of the form 
pg-1 . . . t-Yg;lt-(n+lh . th+l)"gl ... t-2n"X* 
Clearly the only possible reduction is that between the consecutive powers of t. 
This having been done there results a reduced word since on either side of this 
tnW is an element (ba or a-lb-r) not in L u M. Next (B) v”S,’ (S > 0) is of 
the form 
pap... t-Yg;lt-h+l)a . .&Pm ..$t-(2n+l)a, 
which is already reduced as written since x $L U IM. Similarly one checks that 
Sisv2, S,%J-~, v2S;” are all reduced as written, whereas v2Si8, &%a, S;‘V-~ are 
reduced as soon as the powers of t have been amalgamated. 
Thus it appears that in any product such as (w) one first cancels all the pairs 
vv-l, v-lv that lie between successive S’s. One then shows that the only further 
(obvious) cancellation of the t’s, as carried out in (A) above, yields elements 
which are already reduced. Consequently since any element such as (**) must 
begin and end with powers of v2 we see that the reduced form of any element of 
form (**) must always begin and end with a trio and a t-tn+lJn, respectively. 
Thus, any word in G which is made up as a product of (i) powers of t” and (ii) 
words of the form (**) must be of the form 
(P)Q W1(t”>” w, a-* (P)‘“, 
where each Wi is of the form (**). The first and last t’s may be absent but (*a*) 
must contain at least one WC if (*w) is to represent an element of K-that is, 
an element of G with no t’s in it. But any word of the form (***) is reduced as 
written since each (tu)’ is of the form a-%-%~~~ ba trclb-lw, ba. Consequently 
no reduction can take place when a (t”)’ is placed next to a Wi . 
Thus the assumption of an element of @ outside L n M leads to a set of 
generators with which it is impossible to express any element of K. This manifest 
contradiction completes the proof. 
One consequence of Theorem 6.1 is 
COROLLARY 6.2. Let G be an n-generator l-relator group, where n > 2. 
Then @(G) L= (1). 
Proof. Let G = (t, a2 ,..., a, ; R(t, a2 ,..., a,)). First, we may assume that 
all the generators of G appear nontrivially in R (otherwise G reduces to a proper 
free product, whence Q(G) = <l) immediately). Now Moldavanski [9] has 
shown that w.1.o.g. we may assume the exponent sum on t in R is zero and that G 
is generated by elements t, saj = t-ja$j (2 < i < n, mi <j < Mi , where, 
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for each i, mi is the least and n/r, the greatest value of j of any sij appearing when 
R = 1 is rewritten (as R = 1) in terms of the Q). Further, setting L = gp(sij ; 
2<i<n,m,<j<M,-11),M=gp{su;2<i<n,m,+1 <j<Mi}and 
K = gp{L, M}we see that G is the HNN group G = (t, K; a = 1, FLt = M), 
L, M being freely generated by their listed sets of generators. [In the case when, 
for some i, mi = j = Mi the group G again reduces to a proper free product, 
whence@(G) = (l).] 
Now if L #L n M # M, Theorem 6.1 shows that Q(G) CL r\ M. If, 
further, L, M are free of rank > 2, L n M is a free factor of L and so Q(G) = (1) 
(since Q(G) (1 L). 
It is not difficult to check that this is the case which results if G has (i) at 
least three generators (including t) or (ii) at least two generators and elements 
of finite order (in this latter case R and hence i? must be a proper power [7]). 
Thus we may assume that G is aperiodic with two generators (including t) 
and that M = t-l Lt CL. If M = L (so that tLt-1 = tMt-1 = L, whence L is 
normal in G) it is not difficult to show that CD(G) = (1) if L is free of rank 3 2 
(see Theorem 6.3 below) while if L is infinite cyclic R = 1 yields t-U = a 
or t-U = a-l. In both these cases O(G) = (1) is easily seen directly. In the 
first case G is free Abelian; in the second CD(G) clearly lies inside (a) and is then 
easily seen to be trivial; by passing to the @-free group (t, a; t2 = up = (tu)“), 
p being some suitable prime. 
Thus we may assume M $ L. Again we first assume MEL is free of rank 3 2. 
Thus M is a finitely generated subgroup of the free group L. Hence M is a 
free factor of a subgroup N of finite index in L (see [5]). Put N = M * (c) * 
(d) i .... For convenience suppose L is freely generated by a, ,..., a, , M by 
b, ,...> b,, , where t-hit = bi . Then G = gp{t, b, ,..., b,). Now suppose 
x E Q(G). Then clearly x E MG, the normal closure of M in G. Thus x is a 
product of elements of the form t-” yt” (a E Z, y E M) and hence some conjugate 
of x lies in M = t-l Lt. Now set z, = c? xcs, s E Z. Since each z, E Q(G) we have 
G = @ K,bm, , bZ,z, 62,. ., VP , z2 , z4 , . . . , z,, , x4, , z3m} 
(****) 
= gp {z;;tqm , b:z, b? ,..., b$“} . 
But ai EL and so zr can be expressed as a product of elements of (****) and 
their inverses. Such an expression for z1 must certainly have zero exponent 
sum on t and indeed, by Britton’s lemma, must reduce to a normal form con- 
taining just one element-and that in L. But if one looks at a typical segment of 
such a product, say 
one sees that, by construction, u = z8m(b;4)zz(bgqeloz;~ E L\M. Then t-l ut E M, 
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while z&-l utz 4n EL\M. Repeating this procedure as often as possible one 
should eventually obtain the element z, of L. On the other hand, it is clear that 
the element of L that one gets by reduction from this product is an element of 
M * (c) which begins and ends with a power of c2. By uniqueness of normal 
form in M * (c) such an element cannot be equal to z, . 
We now assume t@Lt $ L and L infinite cyclic. Thus if L = (a) we have 
t-l at = a7 for some r E 72. As in the previous case, if x E @ then a suitable 
conjugate of x lies in (a). So suppose as E Q(G). Choose a prime p > max 
(I s I, 1 Y I). Then H = (t, a; t@ = a P = 1, t-lat = aT) is a homomorphic 
image of G in which as 4 Q(H) (since (t) has index p in H). Thus as 6 @(P(G) and 
Q(G) = (l), as required. Before proving Theorem 6.3 we return to the case 
L #L n M + M; in particular to the case when L s M is infinite cyclic. 
Thus we are considering the case of R being of the form t-1a2r ta;” (where r, 
s # 1, that case just having been considered.) R = 1 yields $r = s.$ and we 
know that @(G) C (sgr) = (s&g). Suppose s.$ = $4 E Q(G). Then ts$-l = 
sgi E Q(G) and it follows easily that 1 r j = / s / is necessary for (P(G) # (1). 
So assume 1 Y 1 = j s 1 and that s$ generates 0(G). Letp be a prime not dividing 
lr. Now G = gp{t, $1 , s&), hence G = gp(t, s.&} since SIT E G(G). But si; $ 
gp(t, s&} = G, a contradiction. This (together with Theorem 6.3 below) 
completes the proof of Theorem 6.2. 
THEOREM 6.3.2 Let G be an injinite cyclic extension of the n generator free 
group N (where n 2 2). Then @(G) = (1). 
Proof. Clearly Q(G) _C N since @(C,) = (1). Suppose x E D(G) C N. Now 
N has a normal subgroup M, say, such that x $ M and N/M s -4, (see [S]). 
Let S be the intersection of all normal subgroups MC of N such that N/Mi s A, . 
Since N is finitely generated S is a finite intersection. Thus (i) / N : S / < co; 
(ii) S is characteristic in N, hence S 4 G; (iii) x 4 S; (iv) N/S is a direct power 
of A,. Now G* = G/S is an infinite cyclic (splitting) extension of the finite 
group N* = N/S, G* = N*C* say. Let C, be the centralizer of A’* in C*. 
Trivially C, 4 G* so we may map G* to the finite group G** = G*/C, . 
Now @(G**) is nilpotent [14, p. 1621 and contains the nontrivial element x4, 
where # is the composite map G-t G* -+ G**. Thus @(G**) n N* is a 
nontrivial normal nilpotent subgroup of N* which contradicts the fact that N* 
is a direct power of a simple group. 
Since fibered knot groups have precisely the form described in Theorem 6.3 
we have in answer to a question of Neuwirth [I I] 
COROLLARY 6.4. Fibered knot groups have trivial Frattini subgroups. 
* This result was established independently by John Cossey. 
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Finally, we return to an observation made in Section 1. In [l] we employed 
permutational products to get the normal subgroup N of Theorem B, the reason 
being that, if (A, B; H) is an amalgam and (X, Y; H) is a subamalgam (where 
A 3 X > H, B 3 Y > H) and if some permutational product (p.p.) on 
(X, Y; H) is not isomorphic to X iH Y, then there exists a p.p. on (A, B; H) 
which is not isomorphic to A *H B. Thus the problem of finding a suitable 
subgroup N is reduced to finding a suitable p.p. on a suitable subamalgam. 
Now an amalgam can often be embedded in a group G = gp{A, B} which is 
not isomorphic to any p.p. on (A, B; H). Th us the following result relieves 
one from searching for suitable embedding groups only amongst the p.p.‘s 
on an amalgam. As far as we know this result has not appeared in the literature. 
THEOREM 7.1. Let (X, Y; H) be a subamalgam, as above, of the amalgam 
(A, B; H). If (X, Y; H) is embeddable in a group G1 = gp{X, Y> such that 
G1 # X *H Y then (A, B; H) is embeddable in a group G, = gp{A, B} such that 
G, # A tH B. In particular, the kernel of the natural map from A cH B to G, 
provides a subgroup N suitable for use in Theorem B. 
Proof. Set G = A *u B. Then using well-known results from [lo] we have 
in G, 
gp{X, Y> = x *Jf Y; gp{A, Y} = gp{A, X, Y} = A fH Y = A *x (X *H Y) 
G = gp{A, Y, B) = (A *H Y) *r B. 
Now, by assumption Ni CI X *H Y is such that x E X, y E Y, and xy E Nr 
implies x = y-l E H, (Thus Ni is “tidy” in X tH Y (see [lo]) in particular 
Ni n X = Ni n Y = (l).) Mapping A *x (X *H Y) naturally onto A *x 
(X *H Y/N,) yields a normal a normal subgroup N, of A fH Y tidy with respect 
to A and Y. Repeating this procedure by mapping naturally from G to 
(A *H Y/N,) *r B yields a normal subgroup Na of G tidy with respect to A 
and B. Thus G/N, is generated by isomorphic copies 2 and B of A and B 
such that A n i? is precisely If. Finally, 2i and B generate a group other than 
their generalized free product. For if G/N, = A *R B we should have -- 
gp{X, Y} = X *l; P whereas gp{X, Y} = X *H Y/N, # X *H Y by assumption. 
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